TRIBUTES
October 2019

RABBI AARON STARR DISCRETIONARY FUND
Donation:
by Anessa and David Kramer

In Appreciation:
by Susan and David Feber
Blessings on Jessica Tam’s aliya
by Liz Tam
High Holy Days tzedakah
by Helene Brody
High Holy Days pulpit honors
by Nancy and Harold Finkel
High Holy Days
by Andy Goldberg and Sandy Rose
Your dedication to our membership
by Joan and Neil Satovsky
High Holy Days aliya
by Janet and Donald Schenk
High Holy Days services and our aliya
by Sandra and Alan Schwartz
Our Kol Nidre aliya
by Barbara and Ira Zaltz and family

In Honor of:
Beverly Baker’s Yom Kippur bimah honor
by Beverly Baker
Carrying the Torah on Rosh Hashanah
by Linda and Paul Gold, Barbara and Jeffrey Shillman
Pulpit Honors
by Barbara Zack and Norman Rubin
Kindness during my medical emergency on Yom Kippur
by Emanuel Zepnick

In Memory of:
Ben Sorscher
by Carol Ellstein and Joe Wildberg

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
The Gruca, Kremski and Rosenzwai families
by Wolf Gruca

RABBI YONATAN DAHLÉN DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Appreciation:
Bat Mitzvah tutoring
by Gail Menkes
Aliyah
by Brenda and Mark Pensler
Your dedication to our membership
by Joan and Neil Satovsky
Kindness during my medical emergency on Yom Kippur
by Emanuel Zepnick

In Honor of:
Ark opening
by Enid and Samuel Wapner

HAZZAN DAVID PROPS DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Appreciation:
Rosh Hashanah Torah honor
by Sally and Richard Krugel
Your dedication to our membership
by Joan and Neil Satovsky
High Holiday services and our meaningful aliya
by Sandra and Alan Schwartz

In Honor of:
Carrying the Torah on Rosh Hashanah
by Barbara and Jeffrey Shillman

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Jennie Rabin
by Rose and Alexander Rabin
Rosh Hashanah honor: Ark opening
by Joanne and Michael Rowe
L’shana Tovah
by Joan Horwitz

ASSISTANT CANTOR LEONARD GUTMAN DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Appreciation of:
Assistant Cantor Gutman
by Dorothy and Hershel Sandberg
Twenty years of dedicated service to CSZ
by Anna and Yale Levin
Honoring a voice we love, and your caring
by Alene Landau and Julie Landau Shahon
Assistant Cantor Gutman
by Roger Daniels, Bethany and David Kramer
Kol Nidre pulpit honors
by Michael Freedman
Your 20th year at CSZ!
by Leigh and Jeffrey Moss, Ronna Ross, Leslie and Mark Weisberg
Pulpit honors
by Jules Olsman
Your dedication to our membership
by Joan and Neil Satovsky
High Holiday services and meaningful aliya
by Sandra and Alan Schwartz
Pulpit honors -Yahrzeit of William Serman
by Jeffrey Serman

In Honor of:
Assistant Cantor Gutman
by Libby and Leo Sklar
Assistant Cantor Leonard Gutman’s 20 years of service at CSZ
by Beverly Baker and Edward Treisman, Ruth and Norman Beithner, Roberta and Leonard Borman, Richard Cavaler, Helene and Marvin Cherrin, Karol and Melvin Chinitz, Rena and Jerome Cohen,
In Memory of:

Jennie Krugel
by Sally and Richard Krugel
George Fleischer, Irving Lieberman
by Rochelle and Arthur Lieberman

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Irving Kanat and Justin Morrison
by Nancy Kanat

Emery Klein
by Barbara and Ira Zaltz

Lee Bernstein
by Penny and Harold Blumenstein

Max Freedman
by Michael and Nanci Wolf Freedman

Richard Larky
by Barbara and Sheldon Larky

RABBI IRWIN GRONER (Z’L) PUBLICATION FUND

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Robert Galin
by Gina and Gary Galin

BERMAN CENTER FOR JEWISH EDUCATION FUND

In Honor of:
David Broner’s 80th birthday
by Dana and Joel Ishbia

EDUCATION FUND

In Appreciation of:
Rosh Hashanah spent together by the Graifman family

In Honor of:
Graham Orley’s birthday
by Susan Harold

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Ruth Terebelo Blackman
by Susan and Bennett Terebelo

GENERAL FUND

Donation:
by Areyel M. Azimuth, Michelle and David Carroll, Lois and Averna Cohn, Andrea Laker and Allan Skoropa, Helen and Abner Ragins

Best Wishes for years together by Susan and Jeffrey Klein

In Appreciation of:
Aliyah on day 1 of Sukkot by Richard Cavalier
Welcoming us for Rosh Hashanah services by Lori Graifman and family
Honor on Rosh Hashanah by Steven Hurvitz
Pulpit Honors by Brenda and Ira Jaffe

Bimah honors
by Gregory Katz
High Holy Days honors
by Mindy and Harry Siegel
High Holy Day Season
by Judy and Richard Stober, Anna and Yale Levin, Phyllis and Steve Strome

In Honor of:
David Broner’s 80th birthday
by Alan and Elaine Belkin, Ron Goldman
Special anniversary by Karol and Melvin Chinitz
Abraham Feder, playing on Kol Nidrei and your son’s 6th birthday
by Sally and Michael Feder
Assistant Cantor Leonard Gutman’s 20 years at CSZ
by Barbara and Sanford Flayer, Hilda Hamburger, Marvin Siegel

Steven Margolin special birthday by Paula and Lou Glazier
Assistant Cantor Leonard and Sandy Gutman’s years of service to the Jewish community by Lisa and Danny Klein
Birth of Emma Libby Kandau by Brenda and Mark Pensler and family

David Broner and Steve Margolin’s special birthdays, Linda and Joseph Aviv’s special anniversary, Larry and Joyce Sherman’s special anniversary by Barbara and Sheldon Larky

Rabbi Aaron Starr, Rabbi Yonatan Dahlen, Hazan Abraham Feder, playing on Kol Nidrei and your son’s 6th birthday
by Sally and Michael Feder
Assistant Cantor Leonard and Sandy Gutman’s years of service to the Jewish community by Lisa and Danny Klein

Birth of Emma Libby Kandau by Brenda and Mark Pensler and family

David Broner and Steve Margolin’s special birthdays, Linda and Joseph Aviv’s special anniversary, Larry and Joyce Sherman’s special anniversary by Barbara and Sheldon Larky

Rabbi Aaron Starr, Rabbi Yonatan Dahlen, Hazan Abraham Feder, playing on Kol Nidrei and your son’s 6th birthday
by Sally and Michael Feder
Assistant Cantor Leonard and Sandy Gutman’s years of service to the Jewish community by Lisa and Danny Klein

Birth of Emma Libby Kandau by Brenda and Mark Pensler and family

In Memory of:
Sister, Francie Abelson
by Sharyl and Alan Ackerman
Carl Lipnik
by Julie and Jason Bodnick
Miriam David  
by Linda and Ronald Cohen, Susan and Jeffrey Klein  
Leah Pukoff  
by Suzi and Larry Dell  
Donald Disshell  
by Susan Dishell-Abbott  
Michael Weingarten  
by Nicole and Stephen Eisenberg  
Harold Taub  
by Barbara and Sheldon Larky  
Irene Fox  
by Doreen and Nison Sabin  
Henry Newman  
by Joan and Neil Satovsky  
Cleston Shaffran  
by Sandra and Alan Schwartz  
Bernice Waldman  
by Fera and Norman Tarockoff  

**Marking the Yahrzeit of:**  
Dorothy Sosnick, Joseph Sosnick  
by Dasi and Robert Brent  
Franka Charlupski, Glika Dorfman  
by Mala Dorfman  
Beno Hoffman  
by Barbara Hoffman  
Paul Borock, Ann Jaffe  
by Brenda and Ira Jaffe  
Beverly Laker  
by Andrea Laker  
Sarah Levine  
by Adeline Levine  
Joshua Horwitz  
by Lynne and Jerold Levine  
Jack Green  
by Randee Lipman  
Leo Weiner  
by Doreen and Nison Sabin  
Harriet Salzberg  
by Mindy Salzberg-Siegel  
Scott Rosen  
by Karen and Gerald Shiener  
Meyer D. Stein  
by Mollie Stein  
Alice Tabor  
by Jeanie and Harry Tabor  
Louis Tobin, Jennie Tobin, Reisa Milman, Bejamin Milman  
by Rhoda and Marshall Tobin

**Speedy Recovery to:**  
Jake David  
by Karol and Melvin Chinitz

**HIGH HOLIDAY APPEAL Donation:**  
by Penny and Harold Blumenstein, Carol and Paul Hooberman, Susan and Jeffrey Klein, Miriam and Bruce Milen, Cindy Shaffran and Gary Schwartz, Edward Sherman, Judy and Richard Stober, Roger Daniels, Naomi and Scott Laker

**In Appreciation of:**  
Pulpit honors  
by Roberta and Paul Ingber  
Pulpit Honors on Kol Nidrei  
by Alene Landau  
Yom Kippur aliyah  
by Alice and Richard Silbergleit  
Yizkor  
by Allen and Shelley Sukenic, Muriel Wetsman  
Thank you Hazzan David Propis, Assistant Cantor Leonard Gutman, live stream crew  
by Rachel Epstein  
Honorarium for Rosh Hashanah  
by Beverly and David Frank  
Pulpit honors  
by Joan and Neil Satovsky, Lorraine and Alden Leib, Estelle and Philip Elkus  
Opening the Ark on Rosh Hashanah  
by Dasi and Robert Brent, Richard Cavalier  
Bimah Honor  
by Barbara and D. Michael Krachman, Bonnie and Morris Levin, Marta and Benjamin Rosenthal  
High Holy Days services and aliyah  
by Sandra and Alan Schwartz

**MORNING MINYAN Donation:**  
by Anita and Robert Naftaly, Joanne and Michael Rowe

**In Appreciation of:**  
Pulpit honors and Assistant Cantor Leonard Gutman’s 20th anniversary at CSZ  
by Lisa Brody

**In Honor of:**  
Assistant Cantor Leonard Gutman’s 20 years of service  
by Elayne Galin and Manny Sklar, Lorelei Lipnik, Joanne and Michael Rowe, Dottie and Donald Wagner, Annie and Steven Himelhoch  
Joseph Shulman’s special birthday  
by Barbara and Sheldon Larky  
The birth of your granddaughter, Emma  
by Dottie and Donald Wagner

**In Memory of:**  
Esther Simon  
by Randee Lipman  
Hilda Fortgang  
by Lori and Steven Weisberg

**Marking the Yahrzeit of:**  
Hana Silber  
by Leo Silber

**SHABBAT LUNCH FUND**

**In Appreciation of:**  
Bimah Honors  
by Karen Couf-Cohen and Gerald Cohen  
Wedding  
by Wendy and Jon Linden, Adina and Al Linden, Annie and Glen Glater

**In Honor of:**  
The marriage of Barbara Zack and Norman Rubin  
by Marilyn Aaron and Roger Daniels, Joan Brode and Michael Anspaugh, karen Couf-Cohen and Gerald Cohen, Linda and Ronald and Linda Cohen, Beverly and David Frank, Elise Gechter, Elaine and Alan Herbst,
Eileen and Leonard Lachover, Kimberly and Kenneth Levin, Leo Silber, Mark and Christen Marabate, Alice and Richard Silbergleit, Janice and Martin Stoneman, Judith and Robert Sternberg, Jeanie and Harry Tabor, Jennifer and Steven Teper, Janice and Steven Traison, Barbara and David Wallace, Cheryl Weiss
Eli Saulson’s birthday
by Margaret and Mark Eichner
Joanne Rowe's special birthday
by Barbara and Sheldon Larky
High Holy Days
by Robin and Lawrence Lash
Our aliyah
by Gladys and Larry Rockind
High Holy Days aliyah
by Janet and Donald Schenk
Scott Eisenberg’s special birthday
by Debra and David Tukel
In Memory of:
Benjamin Sorscher
by Candy and David Cuttner
Jack Green, Larry Finkel, your mother, Marika Mary David, Benjamin Sorscher
by Nancy and Harold Finkel
Leonard Farber
by Rosalind and Larry Nemer
Barry Goldman
by Gail and Henry Sandweiss
In Appreciation of:
Manny Silverman
by Margaret and Mark Eichner
Erma Braverman
by Barbara and Sheldon Larky
Donald and Renee Greenspan
by Janet and Donald Schenk
George Terebelo
by Susan and Bennett Terebelo
SISTERHOOD
In Appreciation of:
Barbara Heller and Torah Fund
by Barbara and D. Michael Kratchman

ANN & LEONARD BARUCH TZEDAKAH FUND
In Memory of:
Harold Taub
by Ann and Leonard Baruch
Frances Abelson, sister of Ann Baruch
by Libby Ben-Moche, Judith Fridson, Dina Brodsky

HERMAN BRODSKY MEMORIAL FUND
Donation:
by Stacy and Jeffrey Brodsky
In Appreciation of:
Rabbi Aaron Starr, Rabbi Yonaton Dahlen, Hazzan David Propis, Assistant Cantor Leonard Gutman for a meaningful Yom tov
by Ann and David Rosenberg
In Honor of:
Celebrating the marriage of Natalie and Brian Brodsky
and the engagement of Danielle to Austin Frieder
by Ann and David Rosenberg

RICHARD AND KATHLEEN BROWN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE FUND
In Appreciation of:
Pulpit Honors
by Doreen and Nison Sabin
Rosh Hashanah Hospitality
by Neil Zechman
In Honor of:
Barbara Zack and Norman Rubin’s wedding
by Kathleen and Richard Brown

RICHARD AND KATHLEEN BROWN MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Rabbi Irwin Groner
by Leypsa Groner

DEBBIE GRONER JEWISH ACADEMY BOOK FUND
In Honor of:
Rabbi Aaron Starr, Rabbi Yonaton Dahlen
by Leypsa Groner
In Memory of:
Rabbi Irwin Groner
by Leypsa Groner

BETTY FISHMAN FUND
Donation:
by Jeri and Steven Fishman
In Appreciation of:
Kathleen and Richard Brown for planting the beautiful mums
and Cynthia and Robert Steinberg donating their Hank Greenberg Collection
by Jeri and Steven Fishman
In Honor of:
The 100th birthday of Wolf Grucha, birth of your granddaughter, Emma, the birth of your granddaughter, Rylie, the birth of your grandson, Joseph
by Jeri and Steven Fishman
In Memory of:
Your mother, Miriam David, your father, Mickey Nemer
by Jeri and Steven Fishman

SONIA AND I. MURRAY JACOBS MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Stanley L. Aaron, Marika Mary David, Leah Pukoff, Debbie Deutch, Ilene Kemper Fox
by Elyse and Richard Jacobs

In Honor of:
Barbara Zack and Norman Rubin's wedding
by Kathleen and Richard Brown

In Memory of:
Richard Brown’s mother, Anne Brown Gerber
by Kathleen and Richard Jacobs

In Memory of:
I. Murray Jacobs
by Elyse and Richard Jacobs

In Memory of:
Irene Brown Gerber
by Kathleen and Richard Jacobs

In Memory of:
Irene Brown Gerber
by Kathleen and Richard Jacobs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Name</th>
<th>In Honor of</th>
<th>In Memory of</th>
<th>Donation</th>
<th>Marking the Yahrzeit of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABE AND BEA KATZMAN CAMP RAMAH FUND</td>
<td>Assistant Cantor Leonard Gutman’s 20th anniversary with Shaarey Zedek</td>
<td>by Judie Blumeno</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRVING AND BEVERLY LAKER CONCERT FUND</td>
<td>Pulpit Honors</td>
<td>by Elaine and Gerald Laker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TILLIE MARTIN MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH GROUP FUND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISADORE &amp; EVELYN SILVERMAN FUND</td>
<td>Morgan Leib receiving her award</td>
<td>by Lynn and Warren Silverman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR. ROBERT TAM VETERANS FUND</td>
<td>Marsha Dickman</td>
<td>by Elizabeth Tam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAIL &amp; LOUIS PARR MEMORIAL FUND</td>
<td>Assistant Cantor Leonard Gutman, 20 years of dedicated service to CSZ</td>
<td>by Joanne and Robert Kraft</td>
<td>Louis Parr</td>
<td>by Joanne and Robert Kraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAH &amp; HYMAN SAFRAN LIBRARY FUND</td>
<td>Goldie Lewis</td>
<td>by Rose and Alexander Rabin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFREY WEISBERG MEMORIAL WRITING AWARDS FUND</td>
<td>Antonio Scalzi</td>
<td>by Deena and Barry Weisberg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETER AND CLARA WEISBERG CONCERT FUND</td>
<td>Vivian Smargon Cole and Gerald Cole</td>
<td>by Deena Cole and Barry Weisberg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>